HEAVY DUTY MOUNTED UNITS

Superior Performance & Easy Installation

Designed and tested for demanding environments, NTN Heavy Duty Mounted Units offer superior performance in steel production equipment. NTN’s interference lip contact seals in the outer ring offer excellent protection against contaminants and help retain lubrication. For added protection against corrosion, our insert bearings are phosphate coated, assuring maximum life and reliability.

NTN’s Heavy Duty Mounted Units are easy to install and are factory sealed, lubricated and assembled. Our unitized insert bearings and through-bored housings also allow for easy replacement.

In Stock Now

A wide range of Heavy Duty Mounted Units are available in stock now.

Please contact your local NTN Sales Representative for more information.

Perfect For Use In:

- Raw Material Conveyor Pulleys
- Sintering Conveyors
- Wire Material Rolling Guide Rollers
- Run-out Tables
- Strip Processing Lines
- Surface Treatment Applications
Proven through years of dependable performance and user satisfaction

- Designed and developed for harsh North American environments
- Available with taconite service seals for the most severe applications
- Allows for quick replacement of our bearing insert
- Reduces downtime and increases productivity

One piece sturdy housing design

Relocation of snap ring allows for easy conversion to a fixed unit

Locknut/adapter sleeve for secure mounting on shaft

Single-lip contact seals mounted in the outer ring for excellent protection against contaminants

Heavy duty steel retainer

Super-finished spherical rollers allow for higher misalignment capability

Unitized insert bearing allows easy replacement

Bearing phosphate coated for corrosion protection

Ductile iron housing as standard